Recoil Inversion in the Photodissociation of Carbonyl Sulfide near 234 nm.
We report the observation of recoil inversion of the CO (v=0, J_{CO}=66) state in the UV dissociation of lab-frame oriented carbonyl sulfide (OCS). This state is ejected in the opposite direction with respect to all other (>30) states and in absence of any OCS rotation, thus resulting in spatial filtering of this particular high-J rovibrational state. This inversion is caused by resonances occurring in shallow local minima of the molecular potential, which bring the sulfur closer to the oxygen than the carbon atom, and is a striking example where such subtleties severely modify the photofragment trajectories. The resonant behavior is observed only in the photofragment trajectories and not in their population, showing that stereodynamic measurements from oriented molecules offer an indispensable probe for exploring energy landscapes.